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Psychic guidance is an art. Don't settle for a forgery.Corbie Mitleid has seen it all – the rip-offs,
the truth-tellers, and the workaday psychics who may not have marquee names but are skilled
and valuable nonetheless. Active as a professional psychic medium since 1994, Corbie has
experienced clients from every angle: Rookies. Seasoned co-creators. Skeptics. And she’s dealt
with the desperate, the delusional, and the ones who think psychics are a shortcut to gaining
their heart’s desires without lifting a finger for themselves.Why do some people have terrible
experiences? Why do they end up going from reader to reader, never finding what they need?
Because they didn’t have a reliable GPS (Guide to Psychic Services) to take with them on their
search.But that doesn’t have to be YOUR story. You can follow The Psychic Yellow Brick Road
instead! Covering material as basic as Psychic Boot Camp and The Ins and Outs of a General
Reading, Corbie also talks about "red flags" to watch out for, angels and spirit guides,
mediumship and more.THE PSYCHIC YELLOW BRICK ROAD is your field guide to navigating
the world of professional psychics: sharp, clear, and full of practical information for those who are
intrigued by the idea of using intuitive assistance, but have no idea where to start. And whether
you’re a first-time client or a veteran explorer of the metaphysical realms, you’ll find clear and
useful information and suggestions to make every session with your intuitive a valuable one.
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AUTHORCOPYRIGHTCopyright © 2018 by Corbie MitleidALL RIGHTS RESERVED.This book
or any portion thereof may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the
express written permission of the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book
review.Contact information atCover Design: Heidi SutherlinEditor: Berni
XiongDEDICATIONDedicated to every client I have ever had: from seekers to skeptics, and
everyone in between. Without your participation over the past decades, this book would not
exist.To those just starting on the road of Enlightenment: you are very welcome indeed! There is
always room for more folks at the Party of Life.But most of all, to the late great Allie Cheslick,
“Chatty Cathy of the Dead” and the best medium I’ve ever known. You predicted this book, dear
friend—and here it is.REVIEWS“For those looking for a trusty guide into the Psychic Arena
Universe, a really good place to start is The Psychic Yellow Brick Road. Corbie's work is always
first rate—not just as an author, but also as a trusted and very talented psychic adviser. She is,
for sure, the real thing and this book is fun to read, gives LOTS of the Inside Scoop from
someone who's ‘been there, done that,’ and is a handy road map for people at all levels of
experience. An Ivy League-educated woman (literally) with highly developed skills in so many
things, Corbie has my "Haunted Housekeeping Seal of Approval.”– ANDREW BREWER, "The
Rock n Roll Psychic,” listed in multiple publications as "One of the Top 50 Psychics in the
World""With so many pretenders and Trained-In-A-Weekend ‘Experts’ in the psychic field, it can
be difficult to know who is the real deal. Following the practical and sage advice in The Psychic
Yellow Brick Road eases the mind and heart, so it no longer becomes a trial-and-error



experiment in ‘Is this the right one?’ When you can determine the proper questions to ask and
how to follow through on what you learn, you will unerringly find the right person to walk with you
on Life’s Learning Road."– CHRISTINE ALEXANDRIA, Angel Intuitive and award-winning
inspirational author (Askfirmations, Angel Chatter, and Have You Ever Wondered About
Angels?)"While psychic development books are plentiful, it’s rare to find a volume specifically
dedicated to the person who wants to work with a psychic, rather than become one themselves.
The Psychic Yellow Brick Road is smart, sensible, and doesn’t fly over the reader’s head with
jargon and hyperbole. Instead, it clearly explains why working with an intuitive counselor is a
useful method for identifying challenges and gives you new tools to surmount them. We’ve
needed a “field guide" like this for a long time!"– STACI WELLS, Psychic Medium, Medical
Intuitive, Numerologist, and Principal Soul Plan Psychic in Your Soul’s Plan, and Your Soul’s Gift,
specializing in Karma and Pre-Birth Planning Readings“Corbie Mitleid writes with clarity and
candor… rather than cluttering a complex topic with innuendo or vagaries, she concentrates on
presenting the essential tenets to understanding the world of the psychic/intuitive. The Psychic
Yellow Brick Road is a must-read for beginners in the metaphysical arena, students who want to
learn to do readings as eventual professionals, and anyone who wants or needs a thorough,
lively but gentle key to opening the door to the mysteries that are ‘Out There.’”– ANITA
MERRICK, Certified Tarot Master, Psychic Medium, and Author of A Bitter
WindFOREWORD“You’ve always had the power…”~ Glinda the Good WitchWhen Corbie called
to tell me the title and tagline of this book, I was enchanted. I think I even clicked my heels
together three times.As a fellow writer, publisher, marketer, and evidential psychic medium, I’ve
often discussed with Corbie how we wished clients knew more of metaphysics so they could get
the most from their sessions. Now they can.We’ve also lamented the psychic snake oil sales
folks, and wished there was a great and powerful guide to help folks better discern the good
psychics from the charlatans who we’d really like someone to drop a house on. Now there
is.Corbie’s book, The Psychic Yellow Brick Road: How to Find the Real Wizards and Avoid the
Flying Monkeys, is a healing Baum, uh, balm in the tornado of psychic misinformation flying
around bookshelves everywhere. The internet is no better. Computer screens are the curtains
from behind which self-appointed Ozzes speak—many of whom you should ignore.To date, I’ve
read for well over 20,000 clients. Corbie’s numbers are even greater. Further, Corbie is one of the
featured channels in Robert Schwartz’s breakthrough, bestselling series, Your Soul’s Plan, and
Your Soul’s Gift. This all adds up to one tremendous case study. The sheer volume of data
Corbie’s gathered is pure gold.Drawing from decades of her successful and celebrated psychic
service to this world, Corbie’s created a five-curtain call finale of psychic reading FAQs. Clients,
as well as beginning and professional intuitives, can benefit from this body of work. It is the
Yellow Brick Road to all your heart’s truest desires.Clients can find clarity and deep insight on
questions that are most often asked. They can also learn how to work arm in arm with their
chosen psychic medium/channel and the spirit world. With this knowledge (and a good
psychic!), Corbie’s book can help make readings a pivotal, life-changing event—especially if the



client can discover they’re psychic, too!Beginning psychics will find a wealth of sage wisdom to
tuck in their toolbox. Honest, easy to understand, and based on real all-over-the-world
experience, The Psychic Yellow Brick Road: How to Find the Real Wizards and Avoid the Flying
Monkeys, should be one of the first “introduction to psychic work” books you buy.Professional
psychics can learn from a colleague who continues to prosper in her dream career—perhaps,
most importantly, a full-time metaphysician who creates success in any venue. From traveling
the show circuit to working with internet services to creating her own social media following and
audience, Corbie’s been over many rainbows.It is my sincere honor to write this foreword. Corbie
Mitleid is one of the real wizards out there. I urge you to book a reading or, at the least, buy this
book. Let Corbie help you remember:“Home is a place we all must find, child. It’s not just a place
where you eat or sleep. Home is knowing. Knowing your mind, knowing your heart, knowing your
courage. If we know ourselves, we’re always home, anywhere.”~ Glinda the Good
WitchBERNADETTE CARTER-KINGProfessional Psychic Medium and Owner/CEO of Building
Beautiful Souls, Inc. ()A THOUGHT ABOUT GODIn The Psychic Yellow Brick Road, we use the
term “God” to name the Central Point, the Immanence, the Creator. Some people use the term
“Goddess.” Some use the word “Spirit.” Others may say “Source” or “All That Is.” Any and all of
these are correct if they are right for YOU, and can/should substitute for the word “God” as you
read. Don’t let a label diminish the message, or pull you away from your immersion in the
book.Basically, God (in whatever form) owns the grocery store and doesn’t care if you come in
through the deli (Goddess), health and beauty aids (Spirit), floral (All That Is) or any other
department. You’re just welcome to shop and find nourishment and value.
Period.INTRODUCTIONI’ve gotten to live my dream career—though I got there in a roundabout
way. When I was nine, I read a book called The Witch Family by Eleanor Estes. Instead of
thinking Oooh, that’s scary, or Ha ha ha, my only thought was, And your point is? I knew there
was magic in the world, and I wanted to find it for myself.Fast forward to 1973. I was a high
school senior in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, working part time at Spencer Gifts. It was the year Live
and Let Die came out—with Roger Moore as James Bond and newcomer Jane Seymour as
Solitaire, the mysterious card reader. Spencer’s carried the James Bond 007 Tarot Deck, and I
bought it. Besides, we were ALL hippies then—a tarot deck was required, right along with
fringed jackets and elephant-leg bell bottoms.It wasn’t long before a lot of people moved on to
disco and roller blades, but I stayed with the Tarot. I read for friends for many years, working to
keep myself a clear channel for useful information. That meant not arguing mentally with what I
was getting intuitively, and keeping my ego out of the way. In other words, while I might not agree
with the information I was getting if I was in such a situation, I trusted that Spirit knew it was the
right message for the person receiving the reading. And I made sure I remembered that I was
just the instrument Spirit was using to get Its point across; all credit went to the Folks
Upstairs.Though it wasn’t my intention, all that clearing out made room for Spirit to help me “up
my game.” In 1994, working on some past life investigations proved to be a catalyst for my own
abilities. Without formal instruction of any kind, I found myself able to do hands-on healing work,



perform distance energy work over the phone, and act as a liaison between discarnate entities
and those of us currently in a body. Spirit gave me the “assignment” of being a doorway Home
for souls caught in the Grey Spaces—the place where those who have died wander if they
cannot find the Light on their own. And I found I had a talent for channeling souls and Higher
Selves for those who need to know the hows and whys of their life challenges. That’s when I
hung out my professional shingle part time.I still kept one foot in the “real world” for another
seven years, with jobs as diverse as a legal assistant, graphic novel writer, video producer,
voiceover talent and executive recruiter. But when my husband Carle and I watched the towers
burn on 9/11, I turned to him and said: “I must do the psychic work full time. People need to know
there are other answers than the ones the world gives them.” Carle replied: “I believe in you. Go
do it.” And, thus, I started my full-time career as an intuitive counselor and psychic medium.What
I do now uses a combination of those unexpected gifts and the more accessible tools I’ve found
useful over the years. I continue to hone my intuitive skills; my certifications are a testimony to
the ongoing work. My goal is to continue living the “Examined Life,” not only to learn more
techniques, but also going within myself to eradicate fears, bias, judgment, ego—anything that
can get in the way of unconditional love and compassion.The Psychic Yellow Brick Road shares
a bit of what I’ve learned over the past forty years in the metaphysical realm: what intuitives can
and cannot do, how to get the best from your session, and how to keep yourself safe from
charlatans, scam artists, and well-meaning but misguided readers. We look at some of the
typical questions people ask. We touch on subjects like spirit guides, angels, and mediumship.
And, when it comes right down to it, you’ll see that YOU can learn to do this work, too.Ready?
Go find your ruby slippers, and I’ll dig out my magic wand.PART ONE: PSYCHIC BOOT
CAMPThis section is made up of the most basic information needed before you wade into the
world of Metaphysics. It is designed to keep you safe from the charlatans, give you a clearer idea
of what you can (and cannot) expect, and prepare you to get the most out of every
session.PSYCHICS 101: THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE CLEOSBack in the 1990s, when
pay-per-call psychics were becoming all the rage, there was a woman known as Miss Cleo. She
claimed to be from Jamaica but was actually from East Los Angeles. She made extravagant
promises regarding the information she and her fellow psychics would give you when none of
them had the faintest idea of what real psychic readings were supposed to be. And she became
notorious as the face for phony phone psychics, who were trained to offer you vagaries, promise
to lift curses, and generally convince you to spend a lot more money than you wanted (or they
merited). She is the “Cleo” in the title of this chapter, and the inspiration for the whole darn
book.These days, I do my healing and spiritual work in several forums—not only on my own
website and through in-person appointments, but also through other psychic websites and
psychic fairs. That’s how I discovered a very disturbing fact: most people have only the vaguest
idea of what a psychic does—what they are SUPPOSED to do—and how to recognize the good
ones.Let me share with you some of the ins-and-outs—or, as my generation might say, let’s all
read Dick and Jane Go See A Psychic.There are as many ideas on how to choose a good



psychic as there are psychics. Some insist that if a psychic doesn’t immediately tell you
something they could not have known, they aren’t a “genuine” psychic. Others tell you to
deliberately project incorrect or misrepresentational thoughts at the psychic; they believe that
“real” psychics will know when your thoughts aren’t the truth. Then there’s a group of people with
the exact opposite opinion: if the Universe led you to the psychic, they HAVE to be the right one
for you to see, no matter how odd you feel around them.As someone who has both been
consulted by other psychics and consulted them for my own intuitive business for decades, I can
assure you that NONE of the ideas in that last paragraph will get you a psychic you can trust, or
an experience that you’ll find useful.I want to start off by giving you valuable insights on how to
select a psychic or spiritual intuitive. You’ll discover what these professionals can and can’t do.
And, lastly, you’ll learn how to use the information once you’ve got it.Step 1: Deciding What Type
of Psychic You Want to Consult.Not all psychics are the same—just as doctors, teachers, or
artists are unique within their professions based on specialties and personal talents. A doctor
can be a specialist of the heart, lungs, or feet. A teacher can teach math, Spanish, or history. An
artist can work in oils, watercolors, or marble.The fact is that not all psychics use the same
methods or have skills in the same field. Does that make one more genuine than another? Not in
the least. After all, the fact that a math teacher is unable to substitute for a Spanish class doesn’t
make them less of a teacher, does it?Some (but not all) of the methodologies that reputable
psychics can use include Tarot or other divinatory tools: oracle card decks, runes, crystals, I
Ching, numerology, astrology, palm reading, aura reading, chakra work, angel connections,
energy healing, dream interpretation, past life readings, channeling, mediumship, pendulum
work, phrenology, spirit art and more techniques that come forward every day.Once you decide
what issues you’d like to address with the intuitive you choose, you will probably be able to hone
in on which methods you’d like for them to utilize. It will pay off, in the long run, to familiarize
yourself with the various systems we’ve named above; there may be one or two that you are
especially drawn to, and that knowledge will assist you in focusing your search.Step 2: We’re Off
to Find the Psychic… (apologies to Dorothy and the Wizard!In these “interesting times,” it is
easier to find a psychic—or, at least, one who bills themselves as such—than ever before. Chat
lines, 900 numbers, websites, local periodicals, you name it—we intuitives are out there! The
sheer number can be confusing and a little daunting.There are several things to look for when
choosing your psychic. Using the mnemonic “PSYCHIC,” we’ve provided seven simple rules to
help you remember them:ProfessionalismSharing referencesYou are in control of your own
destinyChargesHere, I can fix anything…for a priceInappropriate actionsConnectionsRule 1:
Professionalism. The psychic you choose should be and act like a professional. This does not
mean that they have to make a full time living at such work. However, they should respect others
in their field, your time and energy as a client, and adhere to generally accepted social
behaviors.If you needed a lawyer, how would you decide which one should handle your case?
You’d choose one who answered your questions, gave you references if you wanted them, and
told you exactly what the work would cost you (including how such costs were structured). You’d



prefer one who didn’t patronize you or try to intimidate you into using their services. You’d want
the ability to make appointments in a reasonable amount of time, the assurance that such
appointments would be kept, and the knowledge that you wouldn’t have to cool your heels for
hours after you arrived. You’d hope to receive clear “layman’s explanations” regarding any terms
or events you didn’t understand. You’d expect your business to be kept private and not
discussed with other clients. Overall, you’d expect to be treated with courtesy and respect—not
as a supplicant, not as an ignorant simpleton, and not as “money on two feet.”And that’s what
you should expect from your psychic as well. No exceptions.Rule 2: Sharing references. If you
found your potential psychic through a source other than word-of-mouth, it is perfectly legitimate
of you to ask for references. As long as there is no breaking of confidences, you should be able
to speak with three or four people who have availed themselves of the psychic’s services.Some
good questions you can ask:Were you comfortable with this person?Did they charge fairly?Was
the information you received accurate and/or useful? Why or why not?How hard is it to get an
appointment?Did they try to sell all kinds of “extras” (mojo bags, spell candles, curse-breakers,
etc.)?Would you go back to this person again?One of the reasons that you need more than one
or two conversations is to see whether the psychic harps on the same themes all the time. Are
they always talking about failing relationships, or dark futures, or devious connections? Then,
more than likely, there’s a fair amount of those types of activities in the psychic’s personal life—
which just might be coloring their views. Conversely, if all a psychic ever gives is “sweetness and
light” with no shadings of challenge or growth, then they either cannot or will not see that life has
both blessings and tests. Life is not a fairy tale; it’s not happily ever after every time. Honesty,
tempered with tact and neutrality, is the mark of a clear channel psychic.Three or four
conversations like this should give you a fairly accurate view of the psychic in question.Rule 3:
You are in control of your own destiny. There’s a famous old acronym: FEAR = False Evidence
Appearing Real. No psychic should try to convince you that they see your death, that you are
cursed, that you have bad luck, that events in your life are totally out of your control, or that
someone else (most likely, the psychic) must help you out of your dire predicament. If someone
starts feeding you information that makes you doubt yourself, your life, or your state of mind,
LEAVE.On the other hand, if the psychic does not give you “everything is sweetness and light,”
but points out difficulties and challenges ahead—that may be what they truly see and, therefore,
it’s appropriate to alert you. They may even go further by suggesting several ways for you to
direct your life, or actions to help you make the best of such situations, or point out the likely
unfolding if you take this path or that. Take such advice the way you would anyone else’s; see if it
resonates with you. If it does, then act upon it. If it feels neutral or “off,” then feel free to ignore it
or shelve it for a period of time. That, my friends, is what free will is all about!
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Bernadette King, “... I'm a friend of Corbie's and was gifted the great honor of writing the forward
of "The Psychic Yellow .... There are hundreds of psychic and tarot related books on the market
but "The Psychic Yellow Brick Road" is one you buy and keep forever.*Transparency Alert* - I'm
a friend of Corbie's and was gifted the great honor of writing the forward of "The Psychic Yellow
Brick Road". That disclosed...Friend or no, Corbie Mitleid is a helluva writer, storyteller, and
psychic tarot reader. Psychic Yellow Brick Road is a complete standout in the genre for its
humor, candor, and sheer volume of usable information.If you've ever wanted to have a psychic
reading and have questions, if you've ever wanted to be a psychic reader, or even if you already
are a professional psychic reader Corbie's book offers insight few others can. See, Corbie's read
over 20 thousand people so far. She's a favorite psychic tarot reader at metaphysical, spiritual,
and New Age shows across the US and Canada. Corbie's quite literally seen and heard it all.
You have the opportunity to peek behind the curtain and get answers to questions you didn't
even know you had."The Psychic Yellow Brick Road" is particularly helpful to beginning
professional psychic and tarot readers who want to run a business in high integrity. It's also a
wealth of information for psychic development teachers who include "Psychic & Tarot Ethics" in
their classes.”

C. Haden, “A very practical guide for anyone. Corbie writes exactly the way she talks: funny,
down to earth, honest, and no nonsense. This book is a superb guide for anyone who has
thought of having a session with a psychic, medium, or tarot reader, but doesn’t know where to
start. She navigates the natural skepticism that revolves around this industry deftly, making it
easy for anyone to find a reputable person in this field. It’s a fairly quick read, and I enjoyed the
book immensely.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Insightful, clever and not preachy.. Great read as you explore the Psychic
world. So much real insight on the process, excellent information to guide you along the way,
leaving the decision up to you but with help from this book. Funny, clever and not preachy. A take
along book as you travel and explore your options.”

Be Happy First, “So clear and fun!. Corbie mentions so many things that I never would have
thought of regarding how a psychic reading works, what it can do, who you can trust (yourself
first) and so much more great information about what lies beyond our physical senses. Fantastic
read!”

Jaime K., “A straightforward and helpful guide. This is an honest, down-to-earth read for those
who are interested in working with a psychic. Corbie gives valuable advice in what to look for in a
good psychic, appropriate questions for clients to ask, and practical answers to common
questions about the psychic world. Her writing is accessible, non-judgmental, and refreshingly



*not* airy-fairy. Highly recommended.”

spanky6399, “Awesome read. Would recommend this book to others very interesting made me
think about a lot of thing. When going to a medium for a reading.”

Betty Pegues, “and how to discern what will be best for them when choosing a psychic that
utilizes a .... I have finished reading The Psychic Yellow Brick Road, and if I was in front of her I
would give the author a big hug of thankfulness for writing it. FINALLY, a book has been written
not only to help guide people in the right direction when choosing a psychic and why, but their
accountability in doing so. Not only that, this book touched on the various psychic types and
modalities, and how to discern what will be best for them when choosing a psychic that utilizes a
particular modality. With such simplicity it shows what to avoid when trying to select a reader and
even what to do if in a reading things don’t go as they should, however on the flip-side of that
coin the author points out what the client shouldn’t do as well. The book is easy to read and
understand, and it helps holds psychics accountable by looking at their own practices to see if
they have been perpetrating many of the things you mentioned, in other words, have I been a
good wizard or a bad wizard?I have been reading spiritual books for as long as I can remember. I
have over 200 of them, so you can see I have read much and yet I’ve not come across a book
that focused on the client when it comes to finding a psychic and dealing with the ins and outs of
it, the dos and don’ts of it. If I have I don’t recall.When I started my journey as psychic, I was
shocked with some of the practices I saw other psychics employing. What is written in this book
about what a psychic shouldn’t be or do, I have seen. It was disheartening to see, but even more
than that it was sad to see so many people taken in by them. What was I to do? In my first year of
readings, so many would come to me and say something that another psychic said that shaken
them. I wished then I had such a book to refer to them, I do now.As I read this book, I wanted to
cry, because it’s what I feel and it will reach many that may find it difficult not only in finding a
psychic but what to ask, and be mindful of when doing so. I not only feel people who are looking
for a psychic should read it but psychic themselves. So times a psychic need to honestly
examine themselves in a mirror to truly see who they are…this book may just well be that mirror.”

Dr. K., “Practical Wisdom & Heartfelt Sincerity. In an effort to be fully transparent here in my
review I must disclose that I have known Corbie for many years. Enough years that 40 slipped
away between hugs and meetings. You might say I knew her before she truly found herself.What
astonished and pleased me most about this book is her voice and open honesty. Every page is
filled with whom Corbie is as a professional psychic and caring human being. The advice you will
find in these pages is priceless. The humor will keep you smiling as Universal truths seep into
your consciousness. You are transported to having a private conversation with a remarkable
person who only wants what is best for your journey. The red flags shared about potential
charlatans will provide you the tools you need to steer clear and remain safe and whole.Thank



you Corbie for sharing your insights and wisdom without any false bravado. May your journey be
as blessed as you continue to grow, write, and forge the path to Knowledge.Tzipora
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